
Your Name: _____________________________________________________ 
 
DTC201: Tools and Method for Digital Technology 

• Complete these assignments for Tuesday, 1/21 
• Print this sheet to hand in if you are using the PDF 
• Remember to keep close tabs on our class website, especially the schedule: 

https://kristinbeckerdtc.com/201-2/201-schedule-5/ 
 

 
Digital Comic Assignment 
 
Read the first chapter of Scott McCloud’s book “Understanding Comics: The Invisible Art.” 
Make another comic strip, this time using any digital tools you are comfortable with. Your 
comic will exist as a file this time, rather than on paper. Bring the file to class. For now, it may 
be saved in any format you wish. Eventually you will need to save it as a JPG. Like last time, the 
comic should help the class get to know you. 
 
 
Wordpress Account Assignment 
 
You will need a Wordpress Account so you can become an Author on our shared class blog, 
found at https://kristinbeckerdtc.com/ starting next week. Authors can create, edit, publish, and 
delete only their own posts, as well as upload files and images. Authors do not have access to 
create, modify, or delete pages, nor can they modify posts by other users. Authors can edit 
comments made on their posts. 
 
If you already have a Wordpress account, please check your Wordpress Username and write it 
below. Your instructor will use it to invite you to join kristinbeckerdtc.com as an Author. 
 
If you do not already have a Wordpress account, go to https://wordpress.com/ and create an 
account. In the process, you will create a website/blog of your own, which you may use as you 
wish. Having a Wordpress account allows you to manage multiple blogs of your own, as well as 
participating in sites maintained by other people. Once you have created your account, write 
your Wordpress Username below. 
 
My Wordpress Username: __________________________________________ 
 
(Also, take note of what email address is associated with your Wordpress Account. This is 
where you will receive the invitation from your instructor to join kristinbeckerdtc.com. 


